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VISION

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF ALBERTANS.

MISSION

IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE
OF AND CONFIDENCE IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE.

VALUES

WE ARE COMMITTED TO OUR MISSION, AND TO ACHIEVING OUR
VISION. WE USE OUR VALUES TO GUIDE US IN OUR INTERNAL
AND EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS:
TRUST
We earn it with everything we say and do. We are accountable
for our actions.

RESPECT
Everyone has the right to be heard and deserves to be treated
with dignity and courtesy.

DIVERSITY OF THOUGHT
We encourage open minds, innovative thinking
and constructive challenge.

TEAMWORK
With integrity, we work together to generate better solutions.

GROWTH
We view individual success as professional growth together
with a fulfilling personal life. We value both.
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RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
This business plan was prepared under our direction, taking into consideration
the legislated responsibilities assigned to the Auditor General and this office,
as well as other statutory requirements and related professional standards.
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Auditor General
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MESSAGE FROM THE
AUDITOR GENERAL
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

As I started to author an Auditor General’s introduction to the business
plan for a year in which I will be Auditor General for only one month
(April 2018), I paused to think—is it appropriate to continue writing?
As you can see, I concluded it was. In fact, perhaps the most important
thing for me to do is to ensure a smooth transition to my successor,
including a business plan that demonstrates they are taking over
stewardship of an organization that knows its purpose. That purpose
is hardwired into the Auditor General Act—to help all Members of the
Legislative Assembly to do their job well. And that job in a democracy
is to hold government to account for its use of public resources.
It takes the efforts of each of the 150 people
that make up the office, working tirelessly and
together throughout the year, to play our part
in this democratic process—from engaging with
the public service in conducting our audits, to
providing the results to legislators and the public.
We provide to all of you, our clients, an objective
and independent view on whether government
is using public resources wisely. We look at the
work of government and apply our professional
expertise to give all Members of the Legislative
Assembly information on whether government
systems are designed and working well. And
where we find things are not working as well
as they could, we provide public reports to
the Members of the Assembly that include the
recommendations for improvement we have
made to the public service.
The office has made great strides in laying
a solid foundation for the future through strategic
planning and investing in the skills of our people
to ensure our work for you continues to be
relevant, reliable and done at a reasonable cost.
Having shown through strategic planning that we
have taken a view on the environment in which
the office will operate, we believe our greatest
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Merwan Saher FCPA, FCA
Auditor General

risk is complacency. We must ramp up the
transformation our strategic plan has determined as
necessary for the continued success of the office.
This business plan for the year ending March 31,
2019 shows what is required to be done by
our team in the first year of our strategic plan,
Charting Our Course in a Changing World. We
know through our experience auditing others,
and through learning from our own experience
within the office, that executing on strategy is
hard work. Success is never guaranteed, but
failure is a certainty without rigorous process,
capacity to execute, and enthusiasm.
In submitting this business plan, together with
an overarching strategic plan, I am confident
we are expressing to our client what is both
necessary and practical for the office to do to
serve the assembly. We are enthusiastic because
we believe our service continues to be vital to
the continued success of the people of Alberta.

[original signed by]
Merwan N. Saher FCPA, FCA
Auditor General
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MESSAGE FROM THE
CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER
At the Office of the Auditor General we know we have a common
goal and shared interest with the government managers working
hard to provide cost effective programs and services—we all want
to make a positive difference in the lives of the Albertans we serve.
The world in which we live and work continues to grow in complexity, and with
it, citizens’ expectations of their public institutions to deliver different and better
public services.
Ruth McHugh, MBA, FCPA, FCMA, ICD.D
Chief Operating Officer

At the same time, a shifting global economy is having a significant impact on
Alberta’s economy, in turn impacting the amount of public funding available
to deliver government services.
At the Office of the Auditor General we must be inspirational leaders to truly
have an impact on the $57 billion dollar organization that is the Government
of Alberta. Inspirational leadership propels people to follow when they have
the freedom not to.
To focus our efforts and be intentional in our leadership, we have recently
published our first five-year strategic plan. We believe every organization should
have a strategic plan. The plan is evidence that the organization is looking to the
future and considering how it will continue to produce value in a changing world.
We undertook an inclusive strategic planning process, involving all of our staff and
some external expertise. We created a methodical approach to thinking about the
future. We considered what Alberta might look like over the next 10 years. Then
we considered the kinds of programs and services Albertans might need in the
next 10 years and what the public service providing those future programs and
services might look like. We then contemplated what our office would need to
look like in order to continue to identify opportunities to improve the performance
of, and confidence in, the Alberta public service.
Our strategic plan, Charting Our Course in a Changing World, is focused
on one goal and five strategies to reach that goal. Our goal is to have our
work acted upon.
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Think about climbing Mount Everest. Getting to base camp takes a lot of skill,
expertise, hard work and tenacity. Conducting our audit work, developing relevant
and reliable recommendations for improvement, and writing a compelling report
are like getting to base camp. They are done under the authority of the Auditor
General Act and thus people are compelled to co-operate with us.
Having our work acted upon is like climbing to the summit. That is achieved
when people choose to follow our lead and implement our recommendations
when they have the freedom not to. We can’t compel action on our own.
Our new strategic plan identifies ways we can inspire Alberta stakeholders
to become more involved in our work and in driving the demand for action.
This is an exciting contemplation in our world of legislative auditing!
Along with our future-focused strategic plan, we have adopted a new value:
diversity of thought. We value open minds, innovative thinking and constructive
challenge. We are working hard to make diversity of thought an important and
valued part of our DNA. We want to encourage our people to be intrapreneurs:
finding new ways of thinking and working in our organization.

[original signed by]
Ruth McHugh MBA, FCPA, FCMA, ICD.D
Chief Operating Officer
Office of the Auditor General of Alberta
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ABOUT LEGISLATIVE
AUDITING
In Canada, as in other parliamentary systems, control of the
public purse is carried out on behalf of the people by their elected
representatives, the members of legislative assemblies. While it is
up to governments to draft budgets and spending estimates, they
may neither collect nor spend taxpayers’ money without the express
approval of legislative assemblies. After governments spend the
money entrusted to them, they are obligated to report back to the
assemblies on how they used the money. This obligation to answer
for actions taken forms the basis of an “accountability for results”
relationship between governments and their legislative assemblies.
The government provides the assembly with information about the use of the
public funds entrusted to it. The assembly needs assurance that this information
is appropriate, credible and complete, and that it accurately reflects the results
of the activities of government. The way in which it obtains such assurance is
through an independent audit function set up to assist it in fulfilling its oversight
role. The audit function is therefore a critical link in the chain of public accountability
for results and a vital part in the democratic process of responsible government.1
In most Canadian jurisdictions the reports of the legislative auditor are referred
for review to a public accounts committee, which is made up of elected members
of the legislature. The public accounts committee is a significant part of the financial
accountability cycle of government. The committee is concerned with value for
money in the administration of government policy rather than with policy itself,
and it assists the legislature in holding the government to account for spending
taxpayers’ money and for stewardship over public funds. It helps to make sure
the government accounts for its operating policies and actions and for its
management and use of public funds.2

1 Legislative Audit: Serving the Public Interest, Canadian Council of Legislative Auditors (CCOLA) Study Group
on Defining the Profession of Legislative Auditing, 2000.
2 A Guide to Strengthening Public Accounts Committees, CCAF-FCVI and CCPAC, 2010.
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SERVING THE
PUBLIC INTEREST
WHO WE ARE
We are an independent office of Alberta’s legislative assembly made up of 150
people mandated by the Auditor General Act to examine and report publicly
on the government’s management of the public resources entrusted to it.
The Auditor General is the auditor of every ministry, department, regulated
fund and most provincial agencies—139 entities for 2018. We audit the
financial statements and selected management control systems and processes.
Occasionally, at the request of an organization we audit, we may also research
or advise on a proposed course of action.

WHAT WE DO
We audit so that we can report on how well government is managing its
responsibilities and the province’s resources.
Our financial statement audits provide independent opinions on whether
each organization’s financial statements are presented fairly and are free
of material errors, misstatements or omissions. Each June we issue an auditor’s
report on the province’s consolidated financial statements, encompassing all
government entities.
Our performance audits assess the quality of the systems designed to deliver
efficient and cost effective provincial programs and services. Our role includes
providing an objective and independent view on whether government is reporting
on the results achieved using Alberta’s resources.
We look at the work of government through the lens of Albertans, and apply
our professional expertise to provide conclusions on whether systems are working
well and achieving the desired results. The provincial government is a large and
complex organization. By its nature it is impossible for every aspect to be running
smoothly all the time. Where we find systems and processes are not working
as well as they could, we provide recommendations for improvement. These
improvements aim to help the government succeed in delivering what it has set
out to do for the people of Alberta.
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WHO WE SERVE
We report directly to our clients, the 87 Members of Alberta’s Legislative Assembly,
and through them we serve the 4.3 million people who call Alberta home.

HOW WE REPORT ON OUR WORK
Our independent auditor’s reports accompany the financial statements of each
government organization and are included in the annual reports published by
ministries and their related entities. These reports provide the auditor general’s
opinion on whether management’s financial statements are presented fairly
in accordance with the appropriate standards.
We make our performance audit findings and recommendations public in
reports to the Legislative Assembly. Once the Government of Alberta has acted
on our recommendations, we carry out follow-up audits to confirm that our
recommendations have been implemented. Ideally, successful implementation
by management and our follow-up reporting on the appropriateness of their
implementation are completed within three years of each original recommendation.
The results of the follow-up audits are also included in the Auditor General’s reports
to complete our reporting to Albertans.

OUR INDEPENDENCE
Our independence from those we audit ensures our work is objective—based
on facts, not preconceived opinions. The independence requirement is symbolized
through the appointment of the Auditor General by the Legislative Assembly and
our liaison with the assembly through the all-party Standing Committee on
Legislative Offices. A primary element of the relationship is the assembly’s
prerogative to authorize financing of the office’s operations.
Our business practices are designed to ensure that our staff remain free
of any association that could potentially impair their objectivity.
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HOW WE WORK
The office leadership team’s four interrelated areas of focus
are strategy, people, results and learning. Through governance,
oversight and accountability for results in these focus areas,
the leadership team requires our audits to be:
Relevant

Our work must be relevant to the
Legislative Assembly and Albertans.

Relevant

Reliable

Reliable

The Legislative Assembly and Albertans
must be able to count on our work.
Reasonable cost

Reasonable
Cost

We must manage costs in producing
relevant and reliable reports.
Optimizing the congruence (i.e., the degree of balance) among these three,
sometimes competing, objectives helps focus our planning, operational and
evaluation decisions.
At the highest level the key risk we face is that our work won’t be relevant,
reliable and performed at a reasonable cost. Thus we work to ensure quality
is at the heart of all we do. Audits are of high quality when they are relevant,
reliable and performed at a reasonable cost. We manage our risks through
these objectives under the guardianship of our Quality Oversight Committee.
The Quality Oversight Committee provides watchful care over the office’s
system of quality control by being vigilant, checking that processes and
systems are working well and signalling preferred behaviour.

OUR OPERATING FRAMEWORK
We operate within a results management framework that integrates three
central processes—governance, oversight, and accountability for results.
Effective results management starts with governance, the structure and
processes we use to bring together capable people and relevant information
to achieve cost effective results.
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Oversight is the glue that holds our results management framework together.
By applying good oversight we will know if we are managing our resources cost
effectively in producing our audit results. Our team of management leaders
exercises oversight in the pursuit of desired results by:
» being vigilant and providing watchful care for the use of financial
and human resources
» checking that processes and systems are working well, including systems
to ensure accountability for how effectively we use our resources
» modelling and signalling preferred behaviours through mentorship
and by example

Results Management Framework

Results
Analysis

Accountability for results requires management to show continuous improvement
in the context of fair and agreed-on expectations. To ensure that Albertans receive
the value for money they deserve from our office, we follow a clear process of
accountability for results:
» Set and communicate measurable results and responsibilities
» Plan what needs to be done to achieve results
» Do the work and monitor progress
» Identify and evaluate results—and provide feedback for
continued improvement
» Publicly report on the results of our work
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OUR LEADERSHIP

From left to right; Ruth McHugh, Karen Zoltenko, Robert Driesen, Eric Leonty, Merwan Saher, Doug Wylie,
Brad Ireland, Mary Gibson

Our Leadership Team includes
the Auditor General, four
Assistant Auditors General,
the Chief Operating Officer,
responsible for strategic and
day-to-day management for
the organization, and two
business leaders, responsible
for the processes of the financial
statement and performance
auditing practices.

The members of the Office Leadership
Team as of December 1, 2017 are:
Auditor General
Merwan Saher FCPA, FCA
Assistant Auditors General
Robert Driesen CPA, CA, ICD.D
Brad Ireland CPA, CA
Eric Leonty CPA, CA
Doug Wylie FCPA, CMA, ICD.D
Chief Operating Officer
Ruth McHugh MBA, FCPA, FCMA, ICD.D
Business Leader, Financial Statement
Audit Practice
Karen Zoltenko CPA, CA
Business Leader, Performance
Audit Practice
Mary Gibson CPA, CA, CMC, ICD.D
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ENTITIES WE AUDIT
Under the Auditor General Act, the Auditor General is the auditor of every ministry,
department and regulated fund, and most provincial agencies. We provide a critical
link in the chain of public accountability for results by helping management, and
the Legislative Assembly, fulfill their oversight roles. Our office audits the financial
statements of those entities for which we are the appointed auditor, including the
consolidated financial statements of the Government of Alberta.
As of December 1, 2017, the Auditor General is the auditor of the following 139 entities,
listed by ministry:

ADVANCED EDUCATION

» Portage College

» Ministry of Advanced Education

» Red Deer College

» Department of Advanced Education

» Southern Alberta Institute of Technology

» Access to the Future Fund
» Athabasca University

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

» University of Alberta

» Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

» University of Calgary

» Department of Agriculture and Forestry

» University of Lethbridge

» Agriculture Financial Services Corporation

» Alberta College of Art + Design

» Environment Protection and
Enhancement Fund

» Bow Valley College
» Grande Prairie Regional College

CHILDREN’S SERVICES

» MacEwan University

» Ministry of Children’s Services

» Grant MacEwan University Foundation
» Keyano College

COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

» Lakeland College

» Ministry of Community and Social Services

» Lethbridge College
» Medicine Hat College
» Mount Royal University
» NorQuest College
» Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
» Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology Foundation
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CULTURE AND TOURISM
» Ministry of Culture and Tourism
» Department of Culture and Tourism
» Historic Resources Fund
» Alberta Sport Connection
» Travel Alberta Corporation

» Northern Lakes College

» Alberta Foundation for the Arts

» Olds College

» Alberta Historical Resources Foundation

MAPPING OUR JOURNEY

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TRADE
» Ministry of Economic Development
and Trade

» Calgary Laboratory Services Ltd.
» Carewest
» Health Quality Council of Alberta

» Department of Economic Development
and Trade

INDIGENOUS RELATIONS

» Alberta Innovates

» Ministry of Indigenous Relations

» Alberta Enterprise Corporation

INFRASTRUCTURE

EDUCATION

» Ministry of Infrastructure

» Ministry of Education

JUSTICE AND SOLICITOR GENERAL

» Department of Education
» Alberta School Foundation Fund

» Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General

» Alberta Teachers’ Retirement Fund

» Department of Justice and Solicitor
General

ENERGY

» Human Rights, Education and
Multiculturalism Fund

» Ministry of Energy
» Department of Energy
» Alberta Utilities Commission

» Victims of Crime Fund
» Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee

» Alberta Energy Regulator

LABOUR

» Post-closure Stewardship Fund

» Ministry of Labour

» Alberta Petroleum Marketing Commission

» Workers’ Compensation Board

ENVIRONMENT AND PARKS

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

» Ministry of Environment and Parks

» Legislative Assembly Office

» Department of Environment and Parks

» Office of the Chief Electoral Officer

» Climate Change and Emissions
Management Fund

» Office of the Child and Youth Advocate

» Land Stewardship Fund
» Natural Resources Conservation Board

» Office of the Ethics Commissioner
» Office of the Information and
Privacy Commissioner

» Energy Efficiency Alberta

» Office of the Ombudsman

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

» Office of the Public Interest Commissioner

» Ministry of Executive Council

MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS

HEALTH

» Ministry of Municipal Affairs

» Ministry of Health

» Department of Municipal Affairs

» Department of Health

» Improvement Districts’ Trust (Improvement
Districts 4, 9, 12, 13, 24, 25 and 349)

» Alberta Health Services

» Kananaskis Improvement District

» Capital Care Group Inc.

» Special Areas Trust
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SENIORS AND HOUSING

» Consolidated Cash Investment Trust Fund

» Ministry of Seniors and Housing

» Long-term Disability Income Continuance
Plan—Bargaining Unit

» Department of Seniors and Housing
» Alberta Social Housing Corporation

SERVICE ALBERTA
» Ministry of Service Alberta

STATUS OF WOMEN
» Ministry of Status of Women

TRANSPORTATION
» Ministry of Transportation
» Department of Transportation
» Alberta Transportation Safety Board

» Long-term Disability Income Continuance
Plan—Management, Opted Out
and Excluded
» N.A. Properties (1994) Ltd.
» Provincial Judges and Masters in Chambers
(Registered) Pension Plan
» Provincial Judges and Masters in Chambers
Reserve Fund
» Supplementary Retirement Plan
Reserve Fund
» Consolidated Financial Statements
of the Province of Alberta
» Gainers Inc.

TREASURY BOARD AND FINANCE

» Alberta Capital Finance Authority

» Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance

» Alberta Local Authorities Pension
Plan Corporation

» Department of Treasury Board and Finance
» Alberta Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund

» Alberta Pensions Services Corporation

» Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission

» Credit Union Deposit Guarantee
Corporation

» Alberta Heritage Foundation for
Medical Research Endowment Fund

» Government of Alberta Dental Plan Trust

» Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund
» Alberta Heritage Scholarship Fund
» Alberta Heritage Science and Engineering
Research Endowment Fund
» Alberta Investment Management
Corporation
» Alberta Lottery Fund
» Alberta Risk Management Fund
» Alberta Securities Commission
» ATB Financial
› ATB Insurance Advisors Inc.

» Government Employees’ Group
Extended Medical Benefits Plan
and Prescription Drug Plan Trust
» Local Authorities Pension Plan
» Management Employees Pension Plan
» Public Service Management
(Closed Membership) Pension Plan
» Public Service Pension Plan
» Special Forces Pension Plan
» Supplementary Retirement Plan
for Public Service Managers
» Health Spending Benefit Plan

› ATB Investment Management Inc.
› ATB Securities Inc.
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2018–2019
PERFORMANCE AUDITS
In addition to financial statement audits, we also select and
conduct objective and purposeful examinations of government
programs and activities; we call these performance audits.
Performance audits are independent, objective and purposeful examinations
of the performance of government organizations, programs and services.
We leverage the knowledge of government operations developed through
our financial statement audits in carrying out our audits of management
control systems and processes. If we find that an organization could improve
its management control systems or processes, we make recommendations
to management. We also make our findings and recommendations public
in reports to the Legislative Assembly.
Our performance audit reports provide information, findings, observations and
recommendations designed to promote an answerable, honest and productive
public service and to encourage accountability for results and best practices.
As an office, we have made significant changes to the performance audit
practice over the past two years. We have changed how we describe our
work (performance audit rather than systems audit), how we plan our work
(implementing a strategic, multi-year and risk-based program of work), how
we deliver performance audits (new audit delivery processes) and how we
report our work (a revised audit reporting template).
We have an in-depth understanding of the ministries, departments and agencies
we audit. However, it is still vitally important that we seek input beyond our office
on the important question of where we should focus.
To help prioritize where we should focus our resources, we now engage deputy
ministers to identify what they see as the strategic and operating risks facing the
Government of Alberta. We also involve an external advisory panel made up of
former elected officials, former deputy ministers and individuals who have been
active in a wide array of public policy roles to provide input.
We are also engaging with the Government of Alberta Senior Financial Officers
Council and the Assistant Deputy Minister Network in discussions to help
us plan performance audits.
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With input from those meetings and presentations, in early 2017 we completed a Performance
Audit Plan of Work 2018–2020, which we released publicly on April 20, 2017.
We will be releasing an updated version of the three-year performance audit program of work
in March 2018.
The performance audit delivery process is a lengthy one. It begins with identification and prioritization
of potential audits, ‘qualification’ of these potential audits to confirm audit objective and scope, then
planning, examination and reporting of the individual audits. For this reason, work on any particular
audit may span more than one fiscal year. In some cases, preliminary work on the audits listed below
began in fiscal 2017–2018. Some of those listed will be completed and reported in fiscal 2018–2019.
For others, work will begin in fiscal 2018–2019. And some of these potential audits may not progress
to an actual audit, depending on the outcome of the audit qualification work.
The following list represents our planned performance audit activity over the coming year.

PLANNED PERFORMANCE AUDITS 2018–2019
Economic Diversification
Energy

» Royalty Reduction Program Follow-up

Culture and Tourism

» Tourism Investment Goals

Indigenous Relations

» Indigenous Peoples Workforce Development

Treasury Board and Finance

» Effectiveness of Initiatives to Diversify the Economy

Healthy and Successful Albertans
Community and Social Services
Education

Health

» Homelessness
» Family Supports for Children with Disabilities
» School Funding Formula
» Project Management of Clinical Systems Implementation
Follow-up
» Effective Use of Diagnostic Imaging and Laboratory Services
» AHS Capital Project Management Follow-up

Health/Alberta Health Services

» Air Ambulance Service

Justice and Solicitor General

» Victims of Crime Fund Program Review Follow-up

Labour

» Occupational Health and Safety Follow-up

Senior and Housing
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» Affordable Housing Follow-up
» Seniors Care Follow-up
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Environmental Sustainability
Energy

» Orphan Oil and Gas Site Management
» Climate Change Strategy
» Oil Sands Monitoring Follow-up

Environment and Parks

» Management of Sand and Gravel Resources Follow-up
» Climate Change—Specified Gas Emitters Regulation Follow-up
» Water Supply—Wetlands Follow-up
» Wildfire Management

Enterprise Supports
Advanced Education

» Post-secondary Institutions Ventures Follow-up

Executive Council/Public Agency Secretariat

» Governance of Agencies, Boards and Commissions
» Alberta Public Service Pension Plan Risk Management Follow-up

Treasury Board and Finance

» Debt Management
» Collections of Tax Receivables Follow-up

Infrastructure

» Project Management for Infrastructure Projects

Information and Related Technology
Culture and Tourism

» Cloud Computing

Executive Council

» Protection of Information Assets Follow-up

Service Alberta
Health

» IT Strategic Planning and Governance
» Data Governance, Trusted Data and Business Intelligence
» AHS IT Disaster Recovery Program Follow-up

Performance Reporting
Treasury Board and Finance/Cross-ministry

» Development and Use of Performance Evaluation

Other
Justice and Attorney General

» Medical Examiner’s Office—Body Transport Contract Follow-up
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STRATEGIES
AND ACTIONS

STRATEGY MAP 2017 TO 2022
STRATEGY

CHANGE
FACTORS

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Engage our people in meeting future opportunities and challenges
Our culture

Hierarchal; structured

Engaged individuals

Engaged, empowered decision-makers
& teams; employer of choice

Work environment

Bureaucratic; paper driven

Some collaborative tools

New technology-empowered
ways of working

Exclusively CPAs

Mix of CPAs & non-CPAs,
primarily public accounting firm
or legislative audit office experience;
in-house subject matter expertise
in some areas (information &
related technology, performance
measurement, legal); use of
contracted subject matter experts

Legislative auditors with
greater diversity in experience,
superior project management
skills & targeted subject
matter expertise

Audit staff expertise

Strengthen our working relationship with the public sector
Our approach

Compliance;
monitoring & reporting

Growing collaboration to identify
opportunities for improvement

Engaged; trusted advisor

Our people

Relationship limited
to audit work

Recognize value of being
engaged with audit entity staff

Effectively engaged with audit
entity staff; strong understanding
of audit entity work

Performance audit
selection process

External requests;
observations from financial
statement audit work

Risk assessment with
some external input

Highest risk/reward;
strategic implication with broad
input from Albertans

Engage our stakeholders and the public in our work
Our work

Published paper reports

Published & on line reports

Interactive communication products

Our people

Limited engagement
with stakeholders

Expanding engagement
with stakeholders

Working culture of engagement

Albertans

Some awareness;
uninvolved

Some awareness; uninvolved

High level of awareness
& involvement; engaged

MLAs

Reactive

Beginning to engage in
development of performance
audit program of work

Actively support work of the OAG &
focused follow-up of entities’ progress
implementing OAG recommendations

Improve and advance the government’s integrated financial and non-financial performance reporting

Teams/audit approach

Separate financial statement
& performance audit teams;
limited sharing of audit
entity knowledge

Some staff conducting
both financial statement &
performance audits; increasing
collaboration sharing entity
knowledge & assessing risk

Legislative auditors capable of
auditing all aspects of an entity;
knowledge development & risk
assessment informing both financial
statement & performance audits

GOA performance
reporting

Financial reporting; some
performance reporting

Separate financial & non-financial
performance reporting

Balanced, effective combination
of measures to demonstrate
results and their cost

Develop capacity and resilience to identify, analyze and respond to disruptive events
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Use of information,
applications &
technology

Limited integration &
accessible information

Data and information

Knowledge & insight

Our knowledge scope

Departments & agencies

All of Alberta government
& its relationships

Alberta, Canada & global forces

Use of data analytics

Limited

Used in financial statement audits;
limited use in performance audits

Integral to all of our work

Our culture

Bureaucratic;
limited use of technology

Exploring new thinking
& technologies

Strong culture of innovation;
leading edge technologies
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STRATEGIES
AND ACTIONS
INTRODUCTION
As legislative auditors, it is our duty and our responsibility to help Alberta’s public
service ensure value for money and long-term sustainability of the programs and
services vital to Albertans.
To uphold this responsibility and to stay relevant, like government itself, we must
challenge our traditional ways of thinking, embrace new ideas and approaches
and focus on matters of significance to the people of Alberta.
In the fall of 2016, the Office of the Auditor General embarked on a process—
involving the entire organization—to develop a strategic plan for our office in a
world that continues to grow in complexity, and with it, citizens’ expectations of
their public institutions—including our office—to demonstrate and deliver value.
As part of the process, we created a strategy map identifying where we are coming
from, where we are now and our desired future state.
With a focus on the future, we developed a five-year strategic plan, which we
shared publicly in August 2017. Our strategic plan, Charting Our Course in
a Changing World: Strategic Plan for the Office of the Auditor General for
2017–2022, articulates a clear goal: to have our work acted upon.
To achieve our goal, we have set out five strategies to guide our work and
our annual business planning over the next five years:
»» Engage our people in meeting future opportunities and challenges
»» Strengthen our relationship with the public service
»» Engage our stakeholders and the public in our work
»» Improve and advance government’s integrated financial and
non-financial performance reporting
»» Develop capacity to identify, analyze and respond to disruptive events
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Our strategic plan serves as the guide for our work and how we will continue to deliver value in the
coming years. It will inform our business planning, operational planning, audit portfolio planning, and
the plans of each team member at the Office of the Auditor General.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF ALBERTANS
TIMEFRAME

ORGANIZATIONAL PLANS

RESPONSIBILITY

OAG Strategic Plan

OFFICE LEADERSHIP TEAM

FIVE YEARS
With annual review:
∞ progress report
∞ adjustments as required

THREE YEARS
With annual review:
∞ progress report
∞ adjustments as required

ANNUAL

Performance
Audit Program
of Work

Audit
Portfolio
Plans

OAG
Business
Plan

Operational
Operational
Plans
Plans
Financial Statement
∞∞Financial
StatementAudit
AuditPractice
Practice
Performance Audit
∞∞Performance
AuditPractice
Practice
People &
& Culture
∞∞People
Culture
Stakeholder Engagement
∞∞Stakeholder
Engagement
Information &
∞∞Information
& Related
RelatedTechnology
Technology
∞ Finance & Accountability

ANNUAL

Personal Plans

(Governance Role)

OFFICE LEADERSHIP TEAM
(Operational Role)

BUSINESS
LEADERS
ENGAGEMENT
LEADERS

CHIEF
BUSINESS
OPERATING
LEADERS
OFFICER

ASSISTANT
AUDITORS
GENERAL

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS
SENIOR
FINANCIAL
OFFICER

INDIVIDUAL
OAG TEAM MEMBERS

November 2017
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In the coming year we will devote time and thought to planning how we will implement our strategies
and designing a clear path to achieve our goal.
We will break the five strategies into discrete work streams and sequenced work steps for which
responsibility can be assigned.

STRATEGIC
PLAN
STRATEGIC
PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION
PLANNING

EXECUTION
Strategies

FIVE YEARS

Research & Good
Practice Review(s)

EVALUATION

Measuring & Reporting
on Our Progress

Engage our people in
meeting future opportunities
and challenges

Strengthen our working
relationship with the
public sector

Statistics
Quantitative
Evidence-Based, Factual

Develop Annual
Action Plans

Engage our stakeholders
and the public in our work

Improve and advance the
government’s integrated
financial and non-financial
performance reporting

“Begin with
the end in mind.”
How does a specific
action lead to our
desired result(s)?

Develop capacity and
resilience to identify,
analyze and respond
to disruptive events

Story
Qualitative
Anecdotal, Narrative

RELEVANT • RELIABLE • REASONABLE COST
November 2017

We will consider our resources and create a plan of action to best meet the needs and expectations
of Albertans. And we will create performance measures so that we will know whether we are achieving
what we’ve set out to achieve.
We know we will need to be flexible and willing to course-correct along the way as we continuously
learn from our efforts and apply that learning to the next business cycle.
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Strategy:

OVERVIEW

Engage our people in meeting future
opportunities and challenges

Our work as legislative auditors is evolving in a changing and complex political,
social and economic environment. We need to ensure our people are prepared
and have the skills necessary to thrive and succeed as individuals, and in the
collective best interest of our organization and Albertans. We need team members
with a broad range of skills working together using diverse perspectives to identify
opportunities to improve the performance of the public service. We need a culture
that is open to new ways of working, to unlock capacity and foster collaboration.
We must embrace innovation, encouraging team members to try new approaches,
and even learning from the occasional failure. People and organizations can learn
as much, or more, from failure as they can from success. Innovation is key to
an agile and effective Office of the Auditor General. We have an opportunity
to demonstrate innovation and thereby serve as a model to government and
the private sector.

ACTIONS

»» Develop contemporary people strategies, using our vision, Making a
Difference in the Lives of Albertans, as a powerful tool to create a culture
that embraces diverse approaches to help us anticipate, prepare and
respond to the trends and potentially disruptive forces of the future
»» Attract and retain world-class professionals who embrace our values
and can bring our vision to life every day
»» Develop a people-resourcing framework that anticipates and meets
the needs of our future practice and provides unique and exceptional
personal and career development opportunities
»» Create an environment where self-managed professionals thrive and
succeed, and where team members are empowered decision-makers
who take ownership of their results, development and performance
»» Engage technology, tools and processes that unlock capacity
and create new ways of working to enhance effective auditing
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Strategy:

OVERVIEW

Strengthen our working relationship
with the public service

While the office must preserve its independence, we must also work effectively
with the entities we audit—government ministries, departments, agencies, boards
and commissions—to continue to enhance our understanding of their operations,
and focus our audit work on areas of risk. An effective working relationship and
solid understanding of what they do will help us clearly communicate our
findings and present meaningful recommendations for improvement.

»» Develop a strategy to engage the public service in our work
ACTIONS

»» Engage senior government officials in setting priorities for our
multi-year, risk-based performance audit program of work
»» Review and continuously improve our audit processes, including better
ways to communicate and effectively engage with audit entity staff

Business Plan (year ending March 31, 2019) The Office of the Auditor General of Alberta
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Strategy:

OVERVIEW

ACTIONS

Engage our stakeholders
and the public in our work

If our work is to be of value to Albertans, we must present it in a user-friendly
and compelling manner. We must engage Albertans, beyond simply keeping them
informed, and offer opportunities for them to get involved in our work. Engaging
the public effectively in our work will also strengthen their understanding and
confidence in the work of the public service.

»» Develop and implement a strategy, including social media and
interactive technologies, to enable Albertans to become more aware,
involved and invested in our work
»» Provide the tools and working culture to enable staff to identify and
effectively engage the appropriate stakeholders in our audit processes
»» Engage stakeholders in setting priorities for our multi-year, risk-based
performance audit program of work
»» Publish and report annually on our program of work and its impact
»» Provide a broad range of communication products that are relevant,
concise and easy to understand
»» Provide public education programs to help MLAs, audit entities
and the public better understand our work
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Strategy:

OVERVIEW

ACTIONS

Improve and advance the government’s
integrated financial and non-financial
performance reporting

Integrated performance reporting means reporting to Albertans on the results
of government activities, programs and services and linking the results achieved
to the investment of public resources. Currently, government performance reports
come in many formats, but it is difficult for the public to get an overall sense
of whether government is achieving cost effective results. We will work
to promote improved integrated performance reporting by the government.

»» Research government reporting processes in other jurisdictions
and identify best practices
»» Work with the government to identify reporting improvements,
put them into place and monitor for ongoing effectiveness
»» Encourage government to use a balanced and effective combination
of performance measures and indicators to demonstrate the
achievements of ministry business plans

Business Plan (year ending March 31, 2019) The Office of the Auditor General of Alberta
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Strategy:

OVERVIEW

Develop capacity and resilience
to identify, analyze and respond
to disruptive events

The accelerating pace of change and disrupting trends, such as changing
demographics, and the effects of exponentially advancing technology will
have a significant impact on all business sectors, including the auditing profession.
This dynamic and often unpredictable environment also places increasing
pressure on Alberta’s public service to anticipate and adapt policies, programs
and services to ensure it continues to best serve its citizens.
As auditors, we must arm ourselves with a better understanding of the challenges
facing our audit entities to ensure we are well informed and best equipped to
provide relevant, timely and reliable information in our role as trusted advisors.

»» Create an internal culture of innovation
ACTIONS

»» Enhance our information and knowledge management systems to
optimize the translation from data to information, knowledge and
ultimately insight
»» Strengthen the information and knowledge management skills
of our people
»» Develop decision support systems to identify, analyze and assess
disruptive events
»» Build a community of practice around business intelligence, analytics
and decision support, where disruptive incidents can be identified
and discussed to help focus and prioritize our work
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MEASURING
PERFORMANCE
In our five-year strategic plan, we state we will develop performance
measures to help us track and report on our progress toward our
goal to have our work acted upon, and our vision of making a
difference in the lives of Albertans.
This business plan represents the first year of implementation of our five-year
strategic plan, and will include core work to research and develop appropriate
and relevant measures.
Our approach to measuring and reporting on our progress will include a balance
of quantitative and qualitative measures on our work and its impact.

MEASURING & REPORTING
ON OUR
MEASURING
OURPROGRESS
PROGRESS

OUR VISION

OUR GOAL
To Have Our Work Acted Upon

Making a Difference
in the Lives of Albertans
Story
Qualitative
Anecdotal, Narrative

Statistics
Quantitative
Evidence - Based, Factual

OUR MISSION
Identifying opportunities to improve the performance
of, and confidence in, Alberta’s public service

Until we develop new measures, we will continue to track and evaluate our
performance using our existing measures, ensuring our work is relevant,
reliable and delivered at a reasonable cost.
Our performance measures are summarized in the budget section of our business
plan, and reported in our financial statements included in our annual results report.
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BUDGET
FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 2019

CONTEXT
INTRODUCTION
Control of the public purse is carried out on behalf of the people of Alberta by
their elected representatives, the Members of the Legislative Assembly. While it
is up to the Alberta public service to draft budgets and spending estimates, they
may neither collect nor spend taxpayers’ money without the express approval
of the Legislative Assembly.
After spending the money entrusted to it, the public service is obligated to report
back to the Legislative Assembly on how the money was used. This obligation
to answer for actions taken forms the basis of an accountability for results
relationship between the public service and the Legislative Assembly (Figure 1).
When the public service provides the Legislative Assembly with information about
the use of the public funds entrusted to it, the assembly needs assurance that this
information is appropriate, credible and complete, and that it accurately reflects
the results of the activities of government. The assembly obtains such assurance
through an independent audit function set up to assist it in fulfilling its oversight
role. Thus the audit function is a critical link in the chain of public accountability
for results and a vital part in the democratic process of responsible government.

Figure 1
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STRATEGIC CHANGE AT THE OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL
Under Auditor General Merwan Saher’s leadership, the office has worked to create
a robust and diverse leadership cohort, enhance audit and business processes, and
strengthen our sustaining infrastructure. These strategic organizational initiatives
were fundamental to the implementation of our results management framework
(see p. 10 of this report) and to maximize the current and future impact
of the office for the benefit of Albertans. To that end, work to date includes:
» articulating a compelling vision
and mission
» strengthening the organization
and delivery of critical operational
functions to support audit delivery
» engaging leaders for the financial
statement and performance audit
lines of business to increase the
relevance, reliability and cost
effectiveness of our audits
» implementing an office-wide
discipline for executing on
office goals;
» recruiting three new executives
to provide leadership and focus
to the critical organizational pillars
of People and Culture, Stakeholder
Engagement, and Information and
Related Technology

» engaging the Public Accounts
Committee, Deputy Ministers
Council and a panel of pre-eminent
external advisors to provide insight
to the development and publication
of our three-year program of
performance audit work
» transforming the presentation
and format of our audit reports
to make them more accessible
to all Albertans
» creating a first-of-its-kind “map”
for the development of a legislative
auditor, supported by a multi-year
training curriculum
» embarking on a five-year
initiative to become a data driven
organization and deliver in-depth
insights and value to our audit
entities and to Albertans

This foundational work culminated in the development and publication of Charting
Our Course in a Changing World—the Strategic Plan for the Office of the Auditor
General for 2017–2022 in August 2017.
We have accomplished all of this in addition to conducting our financial statement
and performance audit portfolios with no increase in funding for three years—in fact
with declining resources, as our budget was cut by $546,000 in 2015.
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BUDGET
To fully realize and advance the potential of the success achieved under Auditor
General Merwan Saher’s leadership, the office is seeking a “strategic value
investment” to continue to deliver relevant, reliable audits at a reasonable cost
and to enhance the impact of our work.
The audit world is changing. In part that’s because the technologies and techniques
at hand are simply getting better, but in part it’s because the business of government
itself is changing. As the pressure on government has grown in a volatile economic
environment, the expectations for the value the audit can deliver have increased.
We must take on the new initiatives outlined in our strategic plan to continue
to deliver top-quality audits, to provide greater insights and value to our audit
entities, to improve public engagement in the business of government, and
to provide greater value to Albertans.
The new initiatives are over and above our day-to-day work. They are incremental
and ongoing changes to the way in which the office works, and necessary to keep
pace with our ever-changing environment. A recent internal analysis of the office’s
capacity has demonstrated that staff across the organization have little or no
capacity to take on additional work. Operating in such a manner is not an effective,
or sustainable, way to do business, and may result in unintended consequences,
including not meeting quality expectations, missing important deadlines, and the
inability to delivery on core functions and activities.
The office requires an investment of just over one million dollars (over the prior
year) to increase core capacity—mainly audit staff, with a smaller portion of the
investment for the necessary audit support functions.
Our Strategic Plan sets our course for transforming the way we work to enhance
our impact, ensuring our work is acted upon. Implementation planning has begun.
Achieving measured, rather than ambitious, progress will require
additional investment.

CONCLUSION
We understand that the fiscal situation is dire; once again, the public service will
be challenged to do more with less. In this environment the need for a strong
and effective Auditor General’s office cannot be disputed. We believe that now
is the time to capitalize on the hard work of the past to make a strategic value
investment in the Office of the Auditor General of Alberta.
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OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL BUDGET ESTIMATES
FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 2019 (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
2016–171

2017–181

2018–19

Budget

Actual

Budget

Estimate

EXPENSES BY OBJECT
Operating expenditures
Personnel
Salaries and employee benefits

$19,365

$18,209

$19,365

$20,445

Agent and other audit services

3,790

3,588

3,790

3,790

Temporary staff services

1,095

915

1,095

1,045

175

487

175

190

24,425

23,199

24,425

25,470

Advisory services

Supplies and services
Training and professional fees

785

732

785

785

Information systems and technology

510

477

560

560

Travel

489

472

510

510

Materials and supplies

230

230

188

230

Telephone and communications

85

68

85

85

Equipment rental

50

53

50

50

Repairs and maintenance

25

17

25

25

Miscellaneous

20

18

20

20

2,194

2,025

2,265

2,265

26,619

25,224

26,690

27,735

110

196

39

74

25

52

25

25

135

248

64

99

$26,754

$25,472

$26,754

$27,834

Performance auditing2

$7,609

$6,677

$8,010

$8,395

Financial statement auditing3

19,260

18,793

18,800

19,590

$26,869

$25,470

$26,810

$27,985

$26,619

$25,225

$26,690

$27,735

250

245

120

250

$26,869

$25,470

$26,810

$27,985

Operating expenditures—voted
Capital investments
Computer hardware and software
Furniture and equipment
Capital expenditures—voted

TOTAL BUDGET

LINE OF BUSINESS COST

Operating expenses
Operating expenditures—voted
Amortization of capital assets—non-voted

1 Certain 2016–17 and 2017–18 figures have been reclassified to conform to the 2018–19 presentation.
2 Performance audits examine major programs or initiatives an organization undertakes to achieve its goals.
3 Financial statement audits include reporting on financial statements and on compliance with authorities,
carrying out research, and providing advice.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Target
2018–19

Target
2017–18

Actual
2016–17

Percentage of the Auditor General’s recommendations
accepted for implementation1 (also Reliable auditing)

95%

95%

100%

Percentage of follow-up audits initiated within 12 months
of notification of implemented recommendations

100%

100%

100%

Issue auditor’s report on Alberta’s consolidated financial
statements by June 30 (for the preceding March 31 fiscal
year-end)

June 30, 2018

June 20, 2017
(Actual)

June 23, 2016

Percentage of costs dedicated to performance auditing
versus financial statement auditing (also Reasonable
cost auditing)

30:70%

30:70%

26:74%

Achieve
compliance

No
assessment

No
assessment

10–20%

10–20%

11%

75%

75%

62%

Relevant auditing

Reliable auditing
Assessment of compliance with the Chartered Professional
Accountants (CPA) Alberta practice review standards for
the office’s audits of financial statements2

Reasonable cost auditing
Staff turnover rate3 (also Reliable auditing)
Percentage of financial statement audits completed
within budget

1 Acceptance for implementation does not include audit recommendations accepted in principle or under review by ministries
and other entities.
2 The practice review is carried out every three years. An assessment was done in 2016 and the next one is expected in 2019.
3 As a CPA training office, we consider a turnover rate in the 10 to 20 per cent range to be realistic and reasonable.
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